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LEFT SEAT

When I received my copy of AOPA PILOT magazine for May 2010, I was intrigued by the article on page 74

regarding the airport with camping in Shelter Cove, California.  Places like Shelter Cove are one of the biggest

reasons I own and fly an airplane.  I’ve been told by some that the weather in that area is always bad but I have

a feeling that Lisa and I are going to spend a couple of nights camping at 0Q5 before the year has ended.  I don’t

know for sure but I’m guessing that September might be a good month to be on the coast in a tent.  If you look

at the Calendar in this month’s newsletter, you’ll see that we are planning on the annual Smiley Creek Fly-in over

Fathers Day in June and the Moose Creek Fly-in over the 24th weekend in July.  In the past couple of years there

have been a few new participants from our group in these summer camping trips and I dare say that each person

that has ventured into these airports has found it to be a richly rewarding experience.  You know what they say,

“The more the merrier”.  I invite anyone that might have an interest in this sort of thing to contact me personally

if you have any questions about how “Airplane Camping” works.

I was planning a trip to Lake Powell the weekend before Memorial Day.  We had everything packed and a couple

of excited grandsons waiting to go.  However, two or three days prior to our planned departure, the weather

began to deteriorate.  It was forecast to be sunny and warm in the south but possible rain in the north on the day

of our planned return.  The day before our departure, I was watching the weather fairly closely and noted that

the winds in the south were forecasted to be 29 to 40 knots for the duration of our planned trip.  We cancelled

the airplane trip and took our grandsons to the zoo instead.  My grandsons were very disappointed but I tried to

explain to them that it’s better to be here wishing we were there than being there wishing we weren’t.  We’ve all

heard the saying that “It’s better to be on the ground wishing we were in the air than to be in the air wishing we

were on the ground”.  That’s sound advice when we find ourselves involved in aviation decisions when the

weather is bad.  Lake Powell (or any other destination for that fact) will still be there on another day but the

results of a bad decision to “go” could be very costly.  The bottom line is that Risk Management should be an

integral part of our lives.

The UGAA has been involved as part of an Ad Hoc committee sponsored by the Utah Department of Aeronautics

regarding the Salt Lake Class B Airspace redesign.  This process has taken a couple of years but the committee

is ready to submit its recommendations to the FAA and I believe that what the committee is recommending will

be a great improvement to our local airspace.  The UGAA as an organization is a valuable tool in representing

general aviation interests to the governmental agencies we deal with. I encourage all our members to tell our

story to everyone they know who is involved in aviation.  Let’s encourage our friends who may not know about

us to join and become part of the voice of GA in Utah.  The fact is that there is strength in numbers and the more

members we have, the louder our voice is.

Finally, I would like to suggest to our members that they give a vote of thanks to those individuals who put so

much time and effort into keeping our organization

functioning.  Personally, I appreciate what they do

behind the scenes and they have my gratitude.

Fly Safe,

Dave Haymond

President, UGAA

Pres..... Dave Haymond

dhaymond@xmission.com

H-571-6561/C-209-2575

VPres....Leonard Wojcik

leonard@wojciktech.com

H-272-1813

  Sec.....Betty Lou Manwaring

manwaringb@aol.com

H-261-4199

C-550-5285

zippie05@msn.com

Tres...Randy Brimhall.
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Step on the Ball

A Safety Related Thought-or Two…

By Wayne Leydsman, CFI

Former Coast Guard Aviator

CAP Pilot, UGAA Board,

FAA Safety Team Representative

I have now been flying for over forty

years. Yes, Getting Olden! Time Does

Fly By! Had lots of Ups and Downs!

(aviators can easily say that with sin-

cerity!)

I started as a young teenager, where I

had a keen desire to become a pilot

when I grew up. Like many of you, I

loved the stories of aviation pioneers

and heroes. My first real airplane maga-

zine was ‘Air Progress’ a great publica-

tion, now extinct. I was eleven or twelve.

I remember that day my Dad got it for

me as he purchased his Sunday paper. I

remember taking it home and soaking in

every article, ad and especially the pic-

tures of all flying machines. The sixties

were the Golden age of aviation. Jets

were flying, Cessna, Piper and Beech

were building airplanes by the thou-

sands and more and more people were

taking to the skies.  I went down to our

large basement and with chalk and sev-

eral yardsticks drew a full size top view

of a beautiful European wooden home-

built airplane popular at the time. That

drawing remained on that floor for sev-

eral years, as I sat in the ‘cockpit’

dreaming I would build one of these

someday. In my early teens, I built and

flew balsa model planes, later I gradu-

ated to single channel Radio Control,

which basically gave you control of the

rudder only. Those planes had to be

very stable and fly themselves. I started

to learn many lessons about CG, wing

incident, rigging and alike. Airplanes

had to be built perfectly straight, except

for that little problem when the engine

was running called ‘P-Factor.’ ‘P-

Factor’ is basically the torque and spi-

ral air effect going around the fuselage,

pulling the plane to one side. Also, as

the plane is in climb attitude, one pro-

peller blade is taking a bigger bite of air

than the other, thus pulling the plane to

one side.  When the model planes engine

ran out of fuel and quit, it became a

glider. It had to be set so it would glide

smoothly down. I learned tricks, like

cocking the engine several degrees to

offset the ‘P-Factor’ but it was difficult

to do. It was a learning process. A few

of my planes didn’t survive but a few

seconds of flight, but turned and rolled

into the ground, leaving hours of work

in a pile of balsa, and I was disheart-

ened. Lessons were learned.

As I grew older, while early in high

school I earned money and mostly flight

time working at the local small airport

when I could. My parents were quietly

supportive. Back then small airport op-

erators welcomed kids to work around

the airport. Only those kids who showed

a sincere interest in aviation were al-
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lowed to work. It was usually

one-on-one training, either by older

kids, the instructors, the manager or

the salty old mechanic that seemed to

live in his domain, the hangar. I

learned a lot from him as I sweep his

hangar floor. Basic safety lessons

were taught one-on-one also. Soon

flying lessons followed. Wow,  Avia-

tion was exciting, and to become a

pilot was even better!

We had some young flight instructors

at our local airport, and I learned a

few basics of flying. One day I had

the opportunity to fly with an older

gentleman instructor. He was good!

He explained stalls like none else. He

worked my butt off doing those scary

stalls in the C-150 mostly power off.

We did one after another, then things

got real interesting I was doing them

without his help. Then, a power-on

stall scared me to death as he quietly

let me do it. Next thing I knew I was

upside down, then rolling, in a spin.

He took control. It had really scared

me, but I learned a life long lesson.

That is when I learned the principle

of keeping the ‘ball in the center,’ by

pressing on the ball, I could actually

keep from going into a spin or rap-

idly get out of one. From my model

airplane days, I now more fully un-

derstood the principle of ‘P-Factor’

and the importance of rudder control.

Recently, I was speaking with a fel-

low flight instructor of many years.

He had the opportunity of flying with

a gentleman with a beautiful glass

cockpit airplane. This was the gen-

tleman’s flight review and he had

owned the plane for a year or so. My

friend said he didn’t even know how

to work all the new gadgets of the

glass cockpit, but the owner appeared

to be extremely proficient, so he ob-

served and he used the opportunity to

learn himself about all this new

equipment in these technically ad-

vanced aircraft (TAA). As an ‘old’

instructor, he felt a bit inadequate,

but with all the years of flying, he felt

he could get the feel of the plane

quickly. Initially, all seemed fine as

the owner went through the screen

checklist, and they were cleared for

takeoff. That is when he stated feeling

a bit uncomfortable. He could feel the

pilot was not correcting or using his

rudders to correct for ‘P-factor’ in

the climb. The ball on the display was

way off. He said it took him a minute

to find it, because there was no ‘ball’

in the aircraft. While the flight ap-

peared to go well, it didn’t go so well

during stalls, when he observed the

pilot not using the rudder properly.

While doing a power-on stall, the

plane went over. He then asked the

owner about rudder control and

found the owner was not that con-

cerned about it. He knew that already

from his observations, and worked
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When people ask me about learning

to fly, I state the physical parts of

learning to fly is really not that diffi-

cult. What is really difficult is learn-

ing all the stuff that it takes to be a

safe and proficient pilot these days.

Aircraft are getting more complex.

Learning never ends. In any case, the

basics are still the basics!

Of late, there has been a trend of a

slightly higher accident rate in Tech-

nically Advanced Aircraft over the

older steam gauge equipped aircraft.

Some of these accidents do lead back

to poor basic airmanship decisions,

like turning back to the runway, after

the engine fails. Why do aviators

continue doing this? This is a basic

training item. Plan on landing

straight ahead, or with as little turn

as possible, perhaps a maximum of

45 degrees to the right or left of the

takeoff path. Distraction with all the

gadgets can be a negative safety fac-

tor. They are really complex and

these new technically advanced

aircrsaft  take a long time to master.

By the way, the PTS are changing to

more scenario and situational type of

flight testing, instead of task oriented

testing. Flying is certainly becoming

much more intensive and demanding.

Will it make us safer? There is more

and more to cope with. Times have

certainly changed. Please fly safely.

Don’t forget to find an instructor and

do some brush up for the summer

flying season.

Aviation has changed a lot over the

last 40 years that I have been flying.

Yes, there are many new advances

and innovations. But the basics still

remain. STEP ON THE BALL, and

keep it CENTERED!

SAFETY cont.

CALENDAR

JUN. 30 BBQ

JUN. 18-19-20 SMILEY CREEK

JUN. 24 MOOSE CREEK

JUL. 26 --- AUG. 1 OSHKOSH

SEP. 15-19 RENO



As we transition to Summer, general aviation activity is picking up.

There are several ways to measure this activity. Fuel sales and airport opera-

tions are two of the more common measures, but I also notice a significant

increase in the number of aircraft accident/incident reports. I’d like to address

this for just a moment. As a group, pilots have a healthy dose of self-

confidence. However, too much self-confidence is dangerous. If it’s been a

while since you’ve practiced cross-wind landings, I can promise you that your

skills are not as sharp as you think. Without regular practice, aviation skills

deteriorate rapidly! Several of the most recent Utah accident/incident reports

involved cross-wind landings. The only way to polish a skill is through prac-

tice. Pilots with a professional attitude understand the importance of practice

and are not afraid to ask for instruction when needed. If you find yourself in a

situation that’s beyond your skill level, don’t push it! I really don’t like to re-

ceive accident/incident reports. Enough said.

Utah is fortunate to have a wide variety of scenic destinations with air-

ports to serve them. From the beautiful Uinta Mountain Range in the north, to

the red rock canyons in the south, There are so many exciting places to visit.

Did you know the Dutch John runway was reconstructed last Fall? It’s now

5,000 feet long by 75 feet wide. Just below nearby Flaming Gorge Dam, the

Green River offers excellent fishing. Maybe you’re one who enjoys camping

under a moonless summer night full of stars, constellations and the Milky

Way. If so, Dutch John’s airport is calling you with its smooth new runway!

Cedar City is home of the Utah Shakespearean Festival and is a gate-

way to Cedar Breaks National Monument. Kanab, located on Kanab Creek, is

known as “Utah’s Little Hollywood” because of the many western movies that

were filmed nearby. Cal Black Memorial airport is a model “green” airport

with its 100% solar power system. Bryce Canyon, Canyonlands and Zion Na-

tional Parks are all accessible via general aviation airports. Wendover airport

not only provides access to the world famous Bonneville Salt Flat Speedway

but is rich in WWII aviation history. Fly in and visit the airfield museum.

There are many different types of aviation interests in Utah. The Utah

Back Country Pilots Association enjoy flying to remote landing strips like

Happy Canyon, Mexican Mountain and Dirty Devil. Most pilots are familiar

with the “$100 hamburger”, but back country pilots cook their steak and po-
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tatoes over a campfire for dinner followed by bacon and eggs for breakfast.

Remember, these pilots fly aircraft designed to operate at off-airport landing

strips and have received the necessary training to do so safely. Sound inter-

esting? Check out their website at www.utahbackcountrypilots.org.

When conditions are right, it’s not unusual to see dozens of hang glid-

ers and paragliders flying around Point of The Mountain at the Flight Park

State Recreation Area. Did you know Point of The Mountain is a world-class

location? Folks come from all over the world to compete there. Check out the

Utah Hang Gliding & Paragliding Association web site at www.uhgpga.org

to learn more. Soaring is another very popular activity in Utah. You’d be

surprised where these silent birds are flying! Cedar Valley, Morgan County,

Heber Valley and Parowan are just a few of the airports where you’ll see a

lot of glider activity. To learn more, visit www.utahsoaring.org.

There is no shortage of fun and exciting aviation activities in Utah.

From screaming fighter jets at Hill AFB, to student pilots doing touch and go

pattern work at Skypark. Pilots have a clear understanding of the Utah Office

of Tourism logo: “Life Elevated”. Have a safe and enjoyable Summer!

Safe Flying,

Pat

PAT’S CORNER cont.

Ed’s note.. Pat Morley is

Director of Utah Division

of Aeronautics

Salt Lake City Class B Airspace Modifications
by Leonard Wojcik

The FAA has a mandate to review Class B airspace to see if changes are

needed.  It is now Salt Lake’s turn.  The FAA has gotten better at this over the

years and now invites early participation by the airspace users. To this end an

Ad Hoc committee was formed by Pat Morley (Utah State Aeronautics Direc-

tor) to review and recommend changes.  Participation was open to the entire

GA community and  included Dave Haymond,  Wayne Leydsman and Leonard

Wojcik (UGAA), Stacy Howard (AOPA), plus representatives from the U.S. Air

force, the airlines (Delta & Southwest), fixed base operators and flight

schools, sky divers, the glider and hang gliding communities.

The FAA needs more space vertically to handle the modern air transport sys-

CLASS B AIRSPACE



CLASS B AIRSPACE cont.

Ed’s note....Leonard Wojcik is Vice Pres. of the UGAA

tem, but has no interest in  controlling rocks, as is the case with the present

SLC class B airspace.  Currently airliners on the downwind at SLC are flying

at 11000 feet, while the class B airspace ends at 10000 feet.  In order to

properly contain the turbojet aircraft, the FAA needs to extend the upper limit

of class B  to 12000 feet.  In places like San Francisco, Air Traffic Control

(ATC) can use the airspace from sea level to 10000 feet, while in SLC they

only have from 4250 to 10000 feet available, which is only 5750 vertical feet.

(Denver currently tops out at 12000 feet).

On the other hand, the class B airspace on the east side of the Salt Lake Val-

ley is unused by ATC as is the airspace east of the Wasatch mountains.  A

number of other areas restrict airspace that is not used by the turbojets.  The

FAA made an initial proposal, which the committee used as a starting point,

taking into consideration safety issues of various pinch points of the current

system, inconveniences to GA aircraft and practical considerations of what

ATC needs.  The Ad Hoc Committee has worked on our design for over the

last year with considerations from discussions held clear back before the SLC

Winter Olympics.  The attached map shows the results of our deliberations –

proposed changes are in red.  Additional descriptive notes and the map can be

found at the UGAA web site http://www.ugaa.org/news/news.htm

In short we recommended  1) Opening up the area north of BTF and around

Lagoon to allow wider navigable airspace clear of the class B;  2) Opening

up an area east of U42 (surface to 6000 ft);  3) Raising the floor of the class

B segment over the Great Salt Lake to 7800 ft;  4) raising the floor of the

segment North east of BTF to 10500 ft and aligning the eastern boundary with

ridgeline of the Wasatch Mountains;   5) Adding a new high altitude section of

class B in the Camp Williams / Saratoga area to accommodate airline ap-

proaches from the southeast;  5) Adding a new high altitude segment over the

Kennecott smelter for airline departures.   It isn’t perfect, but the committee

thinks that it’s better than what we have at present.  See the notes for a much

better description.

Next, our proposal goes to the FAA who will make the final decision on what

really happens.  There will be public hearings, an NPRM, a comment period

and a final publication before it takes effect – expect 12 to 18 months before

there are any changes.


